Modern agent experience
A service desk systems your agents will love
Hornbill presents agents with a refreshing, modern experience. It has all the service
desk functionality you expect from a mature ITSM application. Plus, you get integrated
collaboration which translates into faster issue resolution, reduced downtime, and higher
employee productivity.

Empowering agents
Modern interface
Kanbans

Heads-up display

2nd line knowledge

Peer collaboration

Custom views

Reports / dashboards

Auto-assignment

Assets / CMDB

The user interface is modern and appealing. There is a lot of
functionality but the interface isn’t crowded.”

Benefits to you?

Ceo/cio benefits

Department director benefits

Improved agent productivity/efficiency

Better employee service and support

Reduce downtime and lost productivity/
revenue

Higher employee productivity
Reduced business risk

Reduce staff churn and improve customer
satisfaction

Service manager benefits

Service desk manager benefits

Customer satisfaction

MTTR

Call volumes and call times

Customer satisfaction

Support team productivity

Stress levels

Operational costs/cost per call

Service desk staff churn

It’s easy for the analyst to manage their work. Very little
training is needed. The interface is so intuitive.”

Help agents help your
customers
Clear, prioritised work queues
Answering the question What do I need to do next? is critical to an efficient,
business-oriented service desk. Clarity on which issues are most critical to the
organization is the key to adding value by fixing what’s hurting most.

Information and actions at their fingertips
Closing calls quickly relies on quick access to asset, status, and user data, and the
empowerment to take restorative action across a range of systems.

Omnichannel ITSM
Digital service management channels like self-logging, self-resolution, and
chatbots divert calls from the service desk—reducing the stress on your agents.
Meanwhile, automated user notifications reduce inbound status enquiry calls.

Make life easier for your agents
Automated service delivery and infrastructure self-healing reduce calls to the
service desk, giving agents the time they need to provide great service, act
decisively to prevent repeat calls, and capture knowledge as they go.

The most user-friendly service desk portal I’ve used. We
previously had a version of ServiceNow. Hornbill has a lot of
advantages over it.”

Why Hornbill?

Modern interface

Put all the information
and actions they need
at their fingertips to
solve issues without
frustration.

Open
collaboration

Heads-up display

A visual display
showing the incident
process and precisely
what needs to
happen—guiding
agents to close tickets.

Agents can pull
knowledge from
their team to close
calls faster and more
decisively.

Extensive actions

With 1000+ integrationdriven capabilities,
agents can act to
close more tickets
without escalation.

It stands out from a crowd of cumbersome ITSM tools.
Everything is at your fingertips. The heads-up display is a
massive hit with analysts.”

Reduce stress on the
service desk
We’ve helped over 700 customers make a success of their ESM journey. Our
experienced consultants have longer tenure in the industry than any other
ESM vendor—giving your implementation an edge.
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Kill your service desk
backlog

Automate routine work to
create room to improve

Creating and extending the
coverage of automation
significantly reduces the service
desk workload. Through a
combination of service delivery
automation and automated selfhealing, call volumes can be cut
by up to 80%.

Focused on faster resolution,
Hornbill will help your service
desk quickly clear the backlog—
and keep it clear. With fewer
incidents and inbound calls,
your people can work on
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Focus on complex issues and improvements

With fewer interruption, agents can focus on evolving new
service desk practices and capabilities to drive tangible
benefits for the organization.support your journey.

Hornbill makes life a lot easier!”

“Very user friendly, love it!”

